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Thanks to the many contributors to this guide both locally and
nationally – all with many many years of youth sports, leadership,
educational and basketball coaching experience at all levels. Special
thanks to Liza Feldman, LS Girls Varsity Coach and Pat Callahan/Paul
Rouse, LS Boys Varsity Coaches

OBJECTIVES
Focus of SYB Foundation Program is to provide SYB Travel players a consistent foundation in some
key Sudbury basics. We want to provide a common SYB language and approach as players
experience different coaches/teams and potentially participate in high school level basketball.
This document is designed to be complementary to the SYB FUNdamental Guide and the variety of
other online resources available that have many suggested drills and practice routines. The SYB
FUNdamental Guide also has become a key element of the SYB Travel program so that we can focus
on developing fundamental in each and every travel player at all grade levels.
You will hear many high school coaches say, including at LS, that players often enter high school
without having a solid set of fundamentals - reinforcing and building those is perhaps the most
important value we can provide to our travel players.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
·
·
·
·
·
·

Be positive with every player (for every 7 positives, kids remember the 1 negative)
Development and progress are more important than winning
Winning is when every player is successful, excited and having fun
Find ways for each player to contribute/be successful (not just score)
Avoid it's all about my kid scenario
Teach fundamentals with technique and common language
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KEY ELEMENTS
 Man to Man Help Defense (PAC 55)
 Transition Offense
 OTHER
 Rebounds
 Foul Shots
 Screens, Threat and Attack
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MAN TO MAN DEFENSE
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Man to Man Defense
•

Communication, hands up, protect drive/help, closeout/make contact, take charge

•

For good team defense, teach players to “JUMP TO THE BALL” any time it moves

•

Every player should move (“jump”) on every pass or every dribble – even if it is just a
slight turn of the body or change in angle. If they aren’t moving to the ball, they aren’t
playing team defense. Players will need to be reminded to see both the ball and their player.
Make sure they don’t turn their head to their player they are defending when they jump to
help on the ball.

•

Recommended Drill for help Defense: Shell Drill – Four offensive players stand stationary
around the three-point arc and pass the ball around. A defensive player matches up with
each offensive player and practices closing out on the ball, if her player has it or jumping to
help, if the ball is passed elsewhere. Defensive players always need to be in a position where
they can see the ball and see their player. Once they know the correct positioning, allow the
offense to do more. For example, add simple cutters so that the defense can practice
bumping cutters out of help, or allow an offensive player to dribble and attack the basket
so that you can test to see if the help defense is really paying attention. The offensive player
can try to score or kick the ball back out if she gets stopped effectively. This allows the
defense to practice recovering back to their player out of help. Emphasize boxing out in
this drill as well. The drill should not be over until the defense has played defense
effectively and boxed out successfully.

•

Recommended Drill: 3-person Closeout – Three offensive players step out – one at the top
of the key and two at the foul lines extended. The rest of the players form three lines
underneath the basket. The player in the middle line under the basket rolls the ball out to
the person at the top of the key and closes out to play defense. When the ball is rolled, the
two other defenders step out onto the blocks into help defense. If the first player doesn’t
close out well, the offensive player can attack the basket or shoot if left open. If the close
out is successful, the offensive player should pass to one of the wings. This activates the
defensive player on that block to sprint out of help and close out. The wing then throws a
skip pass to the opposite wing, and the third defensive player is activated. Players play 3 on
3 until the defense gets a stop and/or boxes out effectively.
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•

Recommended Drill: Find and React Defense - Have defensive players stand at half court
with their backs to the offense, who are in the key waiting to get possession. A coach puts
the ball in the hoop and offense brings it up to try to score at the other end of the court. As
soon as the first player crosses half court, the defense can turn and look and match up. A
variation on this is that the defense can turn and match up whenever the coach says “go”
or blows the whistle. Defense will have to talk and work together in order to be successful.
You can do the same drill in a half court setting with the defense on the baseline facing the
wall. On the coach’s whistle, they run out to wherever the offense is and match up. You can
start with 3 v 3 and then build up to 5 v 5. This drill is good for emphasizing
communication but also emphasizing that the first person down the court and the person
with the ball need to be covered in transition, even if it is not by the player assigned to
them. Switches can happen later once you stop transition.
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TRANSITION
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Transition
•

Get ball to 1; 2 and 3 wide lanes, 4 and 5 inside lanes

•

Effective transition starts with good rebounding and good outlet; you can’t run without
rebounding first

•

Emphasize keep head up and looking up

•

Draw the defense and attack the basket for a high percentage shot - should be a lay-up if
you have numbers

•

Recommended Drill: 11-person Fast Break – This is a continuous, full-court 3 on 2. Three
players start at midcourt and play against two defenders waiting tandem in the key. If the
defense gets a steal or a rebound, that defensive player outlets it to a player waiting on the
sideline, who should be actively calling for the outlet and going to the ball. The defender
who passed the ball and both outlet players go the other direction and play against two
other defenders who are waiting in the paint. The outlet player should take the ball to the
middle of the floor and the person who passed should run behind them and fill the lane.
Two of the previous offensive players step into the paint, and the third gets into an outlet
line. If the offense scores, anyone (offense or defense) can get the ball as it is coming
through the hoop. Whoever hustles for the ball gets to be on offense again with the two
outlet players. Emphasize attacking the hoop and getting a high percentage shot. Offense
should score quickly. The longer they wait, the less likely they are to score because the
spacing and momentum is lost (and in a real game, the other defenders would be back on
defense). Also, emphasize sprinting up the floor, running the lanes wide, and filling lanes
after they pass to the outlet.
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REBOUNDING
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Rebound
•
•
•
•

After shot, find man, contact, box, ball should be able to hit floor
First move needs to be to the player NOT to the ball
Practice rebounding from all areas on the court; practice rebounding out of help defense
Carve out space – have to find a way to change the momentum of the offensive player
crashing the board
Teach players to crash offensive boards – make the defense WORK – boxing out is hard
and most teams don’t do it well; take advantage!

•





Define
- Secure possession of the ball after a shot by your team or the opposing team
Mechanics
- Defensive rebound: From the defensive position (facing offensive player, back to the
basket, player between offense and basket), pivot to face the basket after shot and
position backside into offensive player below waist/ on thigh, push offensive player as
far back as possible, keep hands above shoulders, bend knees and explode upward
toward ball as it comes down off rim, backboard or air-ball. – turn away from middle
and outlet
- Offensive rebound: From the offensive position (facing basket, defender between
player and basket), move around defender, positioning between basket and defender,
place backside into defensive players below waist/ on thigh, push defensive player as
far back as possible, keep hands above shoulders, bend knees and explode upward
toward ball as it comes down off rim/backboard
- Ball usually comes to opposite side from where shot is taken
- Offensive rebound/ shot: After securing possession of ball, face square to the basket (by
pivoting or with single quick dribble), bend knees and explode upward and launch shot.
If no need to re-position, keep ball above head, bend knees and explode upward with
legs and launch shot
Buzzwords
- BOX OUT
- Rebound with your entire body
- Box Out and Push Back
- Butt in stomach
- Anticipate the ball (usually opposite side from shooter)
- CRASH THE BOARDS
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Drills
-

•

Without ball, lineup pairs, say go and defender does box on stationary offense guy
Man on Man – first with coach throw ball against backboard, then progress with player
shooting
Around the World w/ Team – first with coach throwing ball against backboard, then
progress to players shooting
Wrestling Circle – first with single ball man-on-man, progressing to single ball two
sets of man-on-man

Recommended Drill: Ball-on-Floor Rebounding – Match players up with a partner. Spread
out around the gym and give each group plenty of room. Have each pair put a ball on the
ground (on a cone if you need it to stay still). One player is offense, and she faces the ball
from about 5 feet away. The other player is defense, so she is facing the offensive player
with the ball behind her. On the coach’s whistle, the defensive player needs to go to the
offensive player, box out, and keep her from touching the basketball. If the defense can
hold the offense for 3-5 seconds (you decide on the amount of time), she gets a point. Have
players keep track of their score and rotate around the gym to play each other. They will
see that if they do it right, boxing out is more about technique and footwork than it is about
size.
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FOUL SHOTS
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Foul Shots
•

Keep it simple, 1 movement, follow thru, setup of center, 2 at a time when tired

•

Make sure they have proper shooting form – if a player can’t reach from foul line, don’t
have them take foul shots – It won’t help and they will develop bad habits.

•

Encourage each player to have a simple routine – do the same thing every time

•

Teach them to take their time at the line – they have 10 seconds!

•

Visualize and visualize positively – studies show that taking 10 mental free throws a day
can be as successful if not more successful than actually taking the shot – but in order to do
this, players need to be trained to visualize correctly

•
Recommended Drill: +11/-11 Foul Shooting – This drill can be done with one person or a
whole team. Players will be shooting game-like foul shots. Have a “ref” pass them the ball, give
the the player 10 full seconds, etc. Players get one point for a made shot, and minus one point for
a miss. The goal is to get to +11. If they get to -11, they have lost and should start over. Consider
varying the point values for makes and misses to meet the needs of your group. For example, you
may want to give players +2 for a make and -1 for a miss to make the goal more attainable or +1
for a make and -2 for a miss to make it more challenging (which is what I would do at the high
school level).
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SCREENS, THREATS AND ATTACKS
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Setting and Using Screens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body position: arms crossed, elbows in, feet set, knees bent, wide stance
Good angle: back to where you want the player to go
Screener shouldn’t run right up to defender - person coming off the screen is responsible
for making the defender run into the screen – taking defender away first and then into
screen
Come off the screen aggressively – ATTACK – hands up, attack the rim, ready to shoot, etc
Shoulder to shoulder with screener – don’t leave room for the defender to get through
Screener should roll or flare or flash to the ball after screening – they are usually more
open than the person coming off the screen!)
Recommended Drill: 4-Spot Screening - Play four on four but only allow offense to stand
on and move to/from 4 spots: the elbows and the blocks. No dribbling. The only way that
players can get open or score is by setting a screen. Players can screen anyone except the
person with the ball. Make sure they are looking to pass to the screeners too – especially if
the defense switches. Alternate possessions if there is a steal. First team to 7 wins. If you
feel like the players need more room, use all four spots but only play 3 on 3.

Be a threat always
•
•
•
•
•

Whether you have the ball or not – any time you are on the court
Triple threat
Face the basket
Take risks – shoot when open in range, dribble with left hand, be strong with the ball
Be confident – don’t let opponent see you down; Don’t respond to mistakes

•

Recommended Drill: The Pit – A coach stands on the baseline with a ball rack and a helper
if possible. One offensive player starts at midcourt. All other players are on defense in lines
where the half court line meets the sideline. When the coach says “go,” the offensive player
will cut hard to the ball and catch it at the foul line or below. Her job is to try to keep
control and dribble it over half court while the two defenders are trying to stop her.
Defenders can and should work together and trap if they know how. If offense makes a
mistake (picks up the ball, dribbles off foot, turns it over), she drops the ball right there
and does not react to the mistake. Instead she comes back for the next ball from the coach
and tries again against two new defenders. Those who were on defense shag the balls and
get them back to the coach on the baseline. The object is for the offense to cross half court
with the ball (under control) three times in a minute. If she finishes in less than a minute,
she has succeeded and the drill is over. Even if she does not achieve the goal, the drill is
over after one minute. This can be a very emotional and frustrating drill for some players,
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but it teaches them to be bold and take risks and not respond to mistakes. It is important
that the defensive players work hard and push the offense; it will make her better in the
long run.

Attack a space to create space. Ways to attack/create space/draw defense:
•
•
•
•
•

Use fakes
Pivot/Step around
Drive
Good ball movement
Good cuts

•

Recommended Drill for Ball Fakes, Pivoting, and Passing: Monkey in the Middle – Have
two offensive players stand about 15 feet apart, facing each other. Have a defender in
between them, guarding the player with the ball from about an arm’s length away. On the
coach’s whistle, the offense tries to pass back and forth successfully. A pass is only
successful if there is no deflection and if it gets to the other offensive player without her
having to move both her feet. She can pivot on one foot to get the ball. Offense cannot pass
over the defense’s outstretched arms, and they must wait until the defender closes out to an
arm’s length away at least. If defense forces a bad pass or gets an interception or a
deflection, the person responsible for the bad pass becomes the defender, and the person
who got the deflection or steal steps out on offense. The changes will happen quickly and
frequently. The goal is to avoid being in the middle for 30 seconds or a minute. Rotate kids
so they get to play with other teammates and repeat the drill. Offer a prize for those who
never get into the middle because they are probably faking, pivoting, and passing well! It’s
hard!
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PLEASE SEND ANY COMMENTS OR FEEDBACK TO BRAD SINGER
(BSSINGER@YAHOO.COM) AND/OR TOM SORBO
(TSORBO@COMCAST.NET)
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